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Your search for Multi vendor
Opencart eCommerce and Multi
vendor Opencart temle are over.
We have found a suitable one for

you. Thebeststorengine.com
offers the most discounted price.
But, your quest for great quality

custom designed OpenCart
Marketplace eCommerce themes

has end. Choose from 6000+
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WordPress themes. We are glad
to share the new and best free
OpenCart themes with you.The
present invention relates to a
new and distinct cultivar of

Chrysanthemum plant,
botanically known as

Chrysanthemum×morifolium,
commercially grown as a garden

Chrysanthemum, and
hereinafter referred to by the

name ‘Yobonabi’. The objective
of the breeding program is to
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create new garden-type
Chrysanthemum cultivars having

inflorescences with desirable
inflorescence forms, attractive
floret colors and good garden

performance. The new
Chrysanthemum originated from

a cross-pollination made in
November, 2000 in Salinas, Calif.

of a proprietary selection of
Chrysanthemum×morifolium

identified as code number
YB-2392, not patented, as the
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female, or seed, parent with a
proprietary selection of

Chrysanthemum×morifolium
identified as code number

YB-2684, not patented, as the
male, or pollen, parent. The new
Chrysanthemum was discovered
and selected by the Inventor as
a single flowering plant within

the progeny of the stated cross-
pollination in a controlled

environment in Alva, Fla. in
November, 2002. The selection
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of this plant was based on its
desirable inflorescence form,
attractive ray floret color and

good garden performance.
Asexual reproduction of the new

Chrysanthemum by terminal
cuttings in a controlled

environment in Alva, Fla. since
January, 2003, has shown that
the unique features of this new
Chrysanthemum are stable and

reproduced true to type in
successive generations.SEOUL,
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South Korea — The 33-year-old
star of an American reality
television show suggested

before an earlier court
appearance that his fiancee beat
a false rape accusation. Kim Soo
Hyun, a South Korean actor and
university student, was present

at a South Korean court last
month for a hearing involving
Kim’s fiance, Seo In Guk. Kim

reportedly said during the
hearing that he had believed the
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allegations when they first
broke, but that “the truth was
the opposite.� 6d1f23a050
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